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"I started playing acoustic guitar around 1988, I've always loved it, and I've played acoustic guitar in many projects. However it was not until 2012 that I actively began to work hard on my own solo finger-picking acoustic guitar project, in the form of the 'In Quiet Spaces' album.

As part of the project I always hoped to have friends collaborating: And that became a reality thanks to Asha McCarthy on cello, Dave Atkins on mandolin, Simon Yorke on flute, and Mark Robson on whistle- all of whom feature on this album. Live I've also been joined by Matt Tweed on stand-up electric bass, and Kris Howe on percussion. Matt Tweed also gave the album a final mastering.

So the album is now finished and released on my own mini-label 'Snailspace Recordings' (cat.no SPRCD01), available via my website www.nickmarshall.org. It has been a challenging and intense project, not least because I recorded, edited, mixed and pre-mastered it all myself at home, as well as arranging all the pieces and composing all except the traditional pieces. The process involved working on a very large number of other pieces, many of which never made it to the final album, and many of the tracks on the album have been recorded as a number of different versions before arriving at the final version on the album. What started out as simply a solo guitar album was transformed into a far more complex work!

I actively began working on material for this project around 2012, revisiting a number of pieces I wrote over the last 15 years, as well as writing a number of new pieces and also working on a number of traditional folk tunes. The additional repertoire has mostly come organically from pieces played with various friends/musicians. The challenge has been to create an interesting and varied set of instrumental pieces, a mixture of solo and ensemble arrangements.

Anyway, thanks for listening, hope you enjoy it!
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